Platinum Online
Content Guide

This Content Guide includes a description of the 175+ educational titles
available on a Platinum Online annual subscription!
Platinum Online, offering multi-curricular content for ages 2-12,
is accessible via any internet-enabled device.
aweplatinumonline.com

911 Solver
Join the police officer and work at multiple
scenes to solve the multi-step word problems.

Ask Highlights Kids: Smarty Pants
Listen to Highlights Kids talk about how being a
smarty pants is a compliment.

Alien Addition
Practice adding numbers in this alien invasion
themed game. Solve each of the addition
problems that move down from the top of the
screen.
Animal Vocabulary
Learn new animal vocabulary. Includes three
different levels.

Ask Highlights Kids: Stealing
Listen to Highlights Kids talk about how to talk to a
friend who steals things from the store.
Ask Highlights Kids: Teasing
Listen to Highlights Kids give tips on being teased
by others.
Ask Highlights Kids: Telling the Truth
Listen to Highlights Kids talk about the importance
of telling the truth.

Anty’s Adventure
Learn about angle measurements through the
daily life of an ant.

Basic Geometry
Learn basic geometry concepts including
recognizing shapes and lines.

Ask Highlights Kids: Being an Older Sibling
Listen to Highlights Kids talk about what ot do
when they feel being an older sibling is unfair.

Biographies
Read or listen to these biography e-books:
- Anne Frank
- Ben Franklin and the Kiteboard
- Betsy Ross
- Einstein’s Compass
- Feelin’ the Beat: A Buddy Bolden Story
- George Washington Carver: Scientist
- Harriet Tubman’s Road to Freedom
- Isaac Newton: Boy Genius
- Jackie Robinson: Hero
- Paul Revere: Patriot
- Sally Ride
- The Wright Brothers
Build It Green
Read Build It Green to learn about eco-friendly
building materials and techniques and the
science behind them.
Building Builder
Connect different pieces together to make a
building. Visually differentiate images, colors, and
shapes.
Capital Penguin
Practice learning states and their capital citiies in
this geography game. Match the capital to it’s
state.
Choice Has a Cost
Learn all about opportunity cost and that every
spending decision has an opportunity cost.

Ask Highlights Kids: Bossy Friend
Listen to Highlights Kids give advice on how to talk
to a friend that is being bossy.
Ask Highlights Kids: Cheating Classmate
Listen to Highlights Kids talk about how to
confront a cheating classmate.
Ask Highlights Kids: Competition Nerves
Listen to Highlights Kids talk about how to
overcome nerves during an important game.
Ask Highlights Kids Friend Has a Food Allergy
Listen to Highlights Kids talk about how to eat
lunch with friends who have peanut allergies.
Ask Highlights Kids: Making New Friends
Listen to Highlights Kids talk about making new
friends.
Ask Highlights Kids: Math Struggle
Listen to Highlights Kids give advice on ways to
improve study habits.
Ask Highlights Kids: My Best Friend Moved Away
Listen to Highlights Kids talk about how to handle
a best friend moving away.
Ask Highlights Kids: Pet Allergies
Listen to Highlights Kids talk about ways to play
with animals when a sibling is allergic to dogs.
Ask Highlights Kids; Picking Teams
Listen to Highlights Kids brainstorm ways to pick
teammates at recess.

Color Smart!
Learn about color theory, and the use of color in
artwork to create an emotional response and the
chemistry and history of making paint.

Ask Highlights Kids: Siblings Fighting
Listen to Highlights Kids give tips on getting siblings
to stop fighting.
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Credit
Learn all about credits: what it is, how it works,
what it means to be reliable, bad credit, and
more.
Construction Clutter
Learn how to find the area of simple shapes,
and use this knowledge to find the area of more
complex shapes.
Counting Money
Count the exact amount of money for each item
at the shop including dollars and cents.

Did You Know: Ostriches
Watch the video to learn all about hummingbirds,
one of the world’s smallest birds.
Did You Know: Sharks
Watch the video to learn all about sharks,
including types of sharks, how they move, what
they eat, and more.
Did You Know: Sloths
Watch the video to learn all about sloths,
including their size, history, and more.
Did You Know: Tigers’ Stripes
Watch the video to learn all about tigers’ stripes,
including their color, and more.

Countries of the World
Learn information about almost 60 countries in
the world.

Did You Know: Turtles
Watch the video to learn all about turtles,
including their life span, different species, and
more.
DOGOnews
Read or listen to fun articles on current events,
science, sports, and more! New articles added
daily.
Financial Literacy
Learn all about financial responsibility, including
how to save for a goal or dream, how to earn
money and manage allowance, and how to
donate part of your income.
Find & Click Storybook - Gaming
Learn the difference between online friends and
real friends in this Garfield comic book.

Country Toad
Practice learning countries and their capital cities
in this geography game. Match the capital to its
country.
Demolition Division
Practice division skills by solving a series of division
problems.
Did You Know: Butterflies
Watch the video to learn all about what
butterflies do and how many varieties of
butterflies exist.
Did You Know: Dinosaurs
Watch the video to learn all about dinosaurs,
including their height and weight, their history,
and more.
Did You Know: Elephants
Watch the video to learn all about elephants,
including their eating habits, their size, and more.

Find & Click Storybook - Pizza Party
Learn about what information is and is not safe to
share on social media in this Garfield comic book.

Did You Know: Hummingbirds
Watch the video to learn all about hummingbirds,
one of the world’s smallest birds.

Find & Click Storybook - Tag You’re It
Learn about online etiquette and how to avoid
cyberbullying situations in this Garfield comic
book.
Find It: A Trip to the City
Explore what a busy city offers and find common
items associated with a city such as a train ticket,
museum, and more!
Find It: Animals Around the World
Explore the grasslands, North Pole, rainforest, and
oceans, and learn about the animals that live in
each of these locations.
Food Web Builder
Practice building food webs from a variety of
ecosystems around the world.

Did You Know: Lemurs
Watch the video to learn all about lemurs,
including their size, sleeping habits, and more.
Did You Know: Mammoths
Watch the video to learn all about mammoths,
including their tusks, fossils, history, and more.
Did You Know: Mosquitos
Watch the video to learn all about mosquitoes,
including how many species there are, their
history, differences by gender, and more.
Did You Know: Octopus
Watch the video to learn all about octopuses,
including their characteristics, and more.

Fraction Drones Delivery
Learn how to plot fractions on a number line.
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Fruit and Vegetables Vocabulary
Learn names of different fruits and vegetables.
Includes three different levels.
Government in Your City or Town:
Read Government in Your City or Town to learn
about the responsibility of your city or town
goverment to keep you safe and maintain a
clean place for you to live.
Gravity and the Birth of Our Solar System
Learn how the solar system began to form, how
the sun and planets formed, and how the sun
will eventually die from a variety of ecosystems
around the world.
Holidays
Read or listen to holiday themed e-books:
- A Christmas Carol
- A Valentine for Annie
- Amy’s Holi
- Happy New Year!
- It’s Turkey TIme!
- Kwanzaa’s Candles
- Manny the Menorah
- New Year’s Around the World
- Symbols of Kwanzaa
- The Eight Days of Hanukkah
- The Halloween Goblin
- Where do Easter Eggs Come From?
Interactive Garfield Cartoon - Gaming
Learn the difference between online friends and
real friends with Garfield and his friends. Review
what you learned with the accompanying
reading comprehension activities,
Interactive Garfield Cartoon - Pizza Party
Learn about the consequences of sharing
personal information on social media. Review
what you learned with the accompanying
reading comprehension activities.
Interactive Garfield Cartoon - Tag You’re It!
Learn about online etiquette and how to avoid
future cyberbullying situations. Review what
you learned with the accompanying reading
comprehnsion activities.
Inventors & Discoveries
Read Inventors & Discoveries and learn about
major discoveries in science and technology.
Investment
Learn all about investments including the
definition, examples, and more.

Junk Recycler
Reduce, reuse, recycle! Measure the recyclable
objects to convert them into new products. Learn
how to measure objects using different measuring
tools.
Kingdoms of Rashona
Learn about rational numbers and rule the world
in this 8-bit strategy game.
Learn to Add
Learn to add and practice mental agility for
addition.
Learn to Subtract
Practice subtracting numbers.
Little Red Riding Hood
Read this fairytale about a girl headed to
Grandma’s house and a very sneaky wolf.
Make a Sentence
Practice completing sentences, and build
vocabulary, grammar, and literacy skills.
Math Tower Defense
Build towers to defend against upcoming threats.
Think about the strategy and use measures of
center and variability to assist.
Meteor Multiplication
Practice multiplication skills by solving the
multiplication problems in the large meteors
moving toward a space station.
Mighty Force Knights: Newton’s Law 1 & 2
Master Newton’s Laws of Physics to deliver the
team from the evil that beset the land. Learn
these Laws to help get the kingdom out of chaos.
Minus Mission
Practice subtracting numbers in this slime themed
game. Solve each of the subtraction problems as
they move down from the top of the screen.
Morgan’s Treasure Island
Practice geometry skills and solving the area of
shapes.
Music Staff
Develop creativity and learn how to distinguish
between different notes based on their location
and shape.
Number Line
Learn how to place whole numbers in the correct
position on a number line. Advance through the
levels as it increases in difficulty.
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Order the Numbers
Practice placing numbers 1-9 in the correct order,
both from smallest number to largest number,
and largest number to smallest number.
Our American Symbols
Read Our American Symbols to learn about the
many American symbols and what each symbol
means.
Our Senses
Read Our Senses to learn about the five senses:
smell, taste, sight, hearing, and touch.

Rourke’s World of Science Encyclopedia Technology
Explore this Encyclopedia to take an in-depth
look at technology, including the definition
and how it is used in agriculture, transportation,
medicine, communications, entertainment and
computers.
Science & Nature
Read or listen to science and nature themed
e-books:
- My Planet & Me
- Our Solar System
- Rocks
- The Ice Age
- The Seasons
- Volcanoes
Scribblitt
Create your own book and comic books. Use
writing and illustration tools to write and illustrate
your story or comic.
Seasons
Read Seasons to learn how a year is divided
into four seasons, each one having an effect on
Earth’s cycles.
Sequences
Practice sequential stories in a visual way. Work
on sequences by finding the correct details to
figure out the right order.
Shape Ninja
Learn about different quadrilaterals and their
properties as you help the resident Technician
collect as many shapes as you can inside HQ’s
Virtual Space level.
Sharing
Learn about donating money, time, and things to
help other people or organizations.

Our Skeleton
Read Our Skeleton to learn about bones, how
many bones are in the skeleton and what bones
need to stay healthy.
Our Solar System
Read Our Solar System to learn all about the solar
system and the position of the planets in relation
to the sun.
Paper Fractions
Learn how to add and subtract fractions with the
same denominator and solve fun and exciting
puzzles.
Photosynth Adventure
Learn about the process of photosynthesis and its
impact in the world.
Planning for Your Financial Future
Learn all about planning for your financial future
and why it is important to plan ahead.
Ratio Blaster
Build fraction skills and practice identifying equal
ratios.
Respecting Diversity
Read Respecting Diversity to learn about why
diversity is important and how to respect people
who are different from you.
RoboGarden - Get to Know the World in the Party
Learn repeat and use of Robo sensors at the
birthday party. Coding concepts include Robo
Simple Movement, SetColor, SetText, Print, and
Sequencing.
Rourke’s World of Science Encyclopedia Animals
Explore this Encyclopedia to take an in-depth
look at animal life, including types of animals,
adaptations, endangered species, and more.

Sid the Science Kid - Primary Colors
Learn about primary colors (red, blue, yellow)
and secondary colors (green, purple, orange)
with Sid the Science Kid and his friends.
Sid the Science Kid - States of Water
Explore the states of waterw tih Sid the Sicence
Kid after he discovers that water has three states:
liquid, solild, and gas.
Sid the Science - Reused Robots
Learn what happens to trash after we throw
things out and why recycling is good for the
environment.
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Sid the Science Kid - Pollination
Grab your magnifying glass and join Sid as he
explores how honey is made and why we should
say thank you to the bees for all the work they
do!
Song Books
Sing along with the following catchy tunes:
- America the Beautiful
- Jingle Bells
- Take Me Out to the Ball Game
- The Halloween Song
- The Wheels on the Bus
- Twinkle Twinkle Little Star
Sound. Hear All About It!
Read Sound. Hear All About It! to learn about
sound and sound waves, vibrations, and what
affects pitch.
Sports
Read or listen to sports themed e-books:
- Alice Throws a Strike
- Casey at the Bat
- Jessie Owens: Nevre GIve Up
- Little Arthur Ashe
- The Goalie’s Crazy Contest
- The Young Babe Ruth
Start Programming
Practice basic programming elements, structure,
and steps sequencing.

The Fractions Space Tournament
Learn and master whole numbers, fractions,
numerator, denominator, and unit fractions to be
able to beat the other challengers and win the
big prize.
The Hack
Learn about geometry by saving the world with
hacking skills.
The Monster Mash - Destroy the Invasion!
Practice calculating area to destroy hordes of
monsters attacking the graveyard.
Treasure Island
Learn about fractions and solve problems in order
to help the pirate crew find the treasure.
Turn Up the Volume
Learn all about volume, including exploring the
relationship between unit cubes and units used to
measure volume.
Verb Viber
Practice selecting correct verb tenses (present,
past, past participle), recognizing correct verb
forms and subject/verb agreement.
What is a Budget?
Learn all about budgets including what a budget
is and why it is important.
What’s an Election?
Read What’s an Election to learn about the
election process from beginning to end and why
elections are important.
Who Am I? 3D Printer Technician
Watch the video and listen to the clues and try to
identify what the mystery job is.

Start with Art!
Enter into the journey of art and engage in
creativity and visual learning.
Statue of Liberty
Read Statue of Liberty to learn about the history
of the statue that has been a symbol of liberty
and freedom in America.
Sushi San
Learn how to group shapes by their properties or
type. Help the sushi chef sort the sushi he made
for customers.
The American Flag
Read The American Flag to explore the history
and importance of the American flag.

Who Am I? Actor
Watch the video and listen to the clues and try to
identify what the mystery job is.
Who Am I? Airline Pilot
Watch the video and listen to the clues and try to
identify what the mystery job is.
Who Am I? Ambulance Driver
Watch the video and listen to the clues and try to
identify what the mystery job is.

The Importance of Saving
Learn all about savings: definition, why it is
important, and more.
The Interest
Learn about interest for savings and loan interest.

Who Am I? Animator
Watch the video and listen to the clues and try to
identify what the mystery job is.
Who Am I? Astronaut
Watch the video and listen to the clues and try to
identify what the mystery job is.
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Who Am I? Chef
Watch the video and listen to the clues and try to
identify what the mystery job is.

Who Am I? Video Game Designer
Watch the video and listen to the clues and try to
identify what the mystery job is.

Who Am I? Drummer
Watch the video and listen to the clues and try to
identify what the mystery job is.

Who Am I? Wildlife Photographer
Watch the video and listen to the clues and try to
identify what the mystery job is.

Who Am I? Geneaologist
Watch the video and listen to the clues and try to
identify what the mystery job is.

Word Frog
Practice identifying and matching antonyms,
synonyms, and homophones.

Who Am I? Glass Blower
Watch the video and listen to the clues and try to
identify what the mystery job is.

Word Invasion
Practice parts of speech including nouns,
pronouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, and
prepositions.
Word Maker
Practice forming different words and test how
fast you can make them. Includes three different
levels.
Word Search
Find the hidden words in the puzzle by tapping
the letters that make up each word.

Who Am I? Gymnast
Watch the video and listen to the clues and try to
identify what the mystery job is.
Who Am I? Marine Biologist
Watch the video and listen to the clues and try to
identify what the mystery job is.
Who Am I? Orchestra Conductor
Watch the video and listen to the clues and try to
identify what the mystery job is.

World Heritage Series - Africa
Watch this video to explore the African continent
to capture a few of its World Heritage sites.
Photographer Gail travels the world and shares
her favorite pictures.
World Heritage Series - Latin America
Watch this video to learn about the World
Heritage sites in Latin America, most of which
are found in Mexico and Peru and date back to
the times of the Maya, Aztecs, and Inca empires.
Explore these sites with photos from Photographer
Gail.
World Heritage Series- Middle East
Watch this video to explore the Middle East and
its World Heritage sites. Photographer Gail shares
some of her favorite pictures.
Writing Numbers
Learn and identify numbers 1-9. Practice writing
the number, pronouncing the number, and
relating each digit to its numerical value.
Your Financial Future Map
Learn about finances: earning, saving, donating,
and spending.

Who Am I? Paleontologist
Watch the video and listen to the clues and try to
identify what the mystery job is.
Who Am I? Polar Explorer
Watch the video and listen to the clues and try to
identify what the mystery job is.
Who Am I? Pro Football Coach
Watch the video and listen to the clues and try to
identify what the mystery job is.
Who Am I? Pro Snowboarder
Watch the video and listen to the clues and try to
identify what the mystery job is.
Who Am I? Radio DJ
Watch the video and listen to the clues and try to
identify what the mystery job is.
Who Am I? SFX Makeup Artist
Watch the video and listen to the clues and try to
identify what the mystery job is.
Who Am I? Triathlete
Watch the video and listen to the clues and try to
identify what the mystery job is.
Who Am I? Veterinarian
Watch the video and listen to the clues and try to
identify what the mystery job is.

Note: Content list as of January 28, 2021.
Content is subject to change without notice.
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Questions? Contact AWE Learning Customer Support at
866-463-6357 or support@awelearning.com

aweplatinumonline.com

